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spherical particles as a pair of particles that are a mirror image of each
other and using the first order perturbation theory, it was learned that the
sum of scattering or extinction cross sections of these two nonspherical
particles is equal to a scattering (or extinction) cross section of a suitably
defined sphere.
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D. MOST IMPORTANT RESULTS

1. Perturbation Approach to Light Scattering by Nonspherical Particles.

We have performed a series of calculations applying the first

order perturbation theory to the scattering of elctromagnetic waves

by nonspherical particles. The surface of the nonspherical particle

was parameterized in the form

r = r (1 + f(0,)),

where r is a radius of unperturbed sphere, f(O, ) describes thes

shape of nonspherical particles, and the perturbation parameters

E<< 1. We have used several different forns of the shape function

f(O,), and we have compared the numerical results obtained using the

perturbation approach with those using the extended boundary condition

method. In this way the region of applicability of the first order

perturbation method was established.

2. Light Scattering by a Pair of Conjugate Nonsperical Particles.

We define a pair of conjugate nonspherical particles as a pair of

particles that are a mirror image of e'ach other. Using the first

order perturbation theory we have learned that the sum of scattering

or extinction cross sections of these two nonspherical particles

is e4,al, to a scattering (or extinction) cross section of a suitaoly

defined sphere.
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Contains all papers supported by the ARu as listed in part A of the Report.



Light scattering by a pair of conjugate nonspherical particles
Petr Chylek,* J1. T. Kiehl,* and A. Mugnai'

Center for Farth and Pauetury Physics, Hlurcard La it rs it , Curm trdIg,. fussac h u.wet~ 02138
and Naoonat Center for A tmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado SJ307

(Received 1 February 1979)

Applying the first-order perturbation theory, we have derived a theorem which states that, under
specific conditions, the sumn of the scattering matrices of two nonspherical particles can be replaced
b.; the scattering mnatrix ot .t sphere. Consequently, a polydispersion of such nonsphericaL particles
can be replace,' by a polvdispersion of spheres, without chan-ging scattering characteristics of the
polydispersion. Thbis implies the nonuniqueness of the inverse-scattering problem. To verify the valid-
ity of the theorem. th-a differential scattering cros sections of several nonspherical rotationally
symmetric particles have been calculated using the extended boundary condition method. The re-
sults show that the theorem is satisfied with accuracy expected front the first-order perturbation
theory.

INTRODUCTION dius. It is convenient to parametrize the surface of such

Light scattering, by small part icles has- found many appli- nonspherical particles by

cations in astronomy, biology, cheistry, meteorology, r.= rI + f(go, 0)I. (3)
physics, and other branches of science. In some situations wee0adaeteuulshrclaglrcodntsai
the scattering particles are spherici. (for example, fog anid whr0an aeteuulsprilaglrcorntsad

clod doplts)andin thr stoa cos 0ev renonispherical the function f(O, 0') specifies the deviation of the particies from
cloud~~~ droplets ind inohrtheato~.: r direction given by age rd0

(dust p~articles in the Earth',, or the Marti a at mu ;plere. duist ashr nteage n
grains in interplanetary and interg~d..ccic spa-ce, macromole- Let us define what we will call a pair of nonaspherical pa-
cult's. cells, etc.). tidles conjugate with respect to a sphere of radius r. Cnlt

Because the scattering prohieni crn be solved analytically two nonspherical particles: particle A and particle B. If the
only for very few highly symmetric .. ysarid because the surface of these two particles is described by the equations
analytical solution for spherical srat,!enr., is much simpler Ar, r1l+fO, )], (4)
than for other shapes, in many pr np-4aplications the Mie
theory (scattering by spher;,,al )arn. is used regardless l~r5 = r[i - f(10, 0) 1 (5)
of the real shape of t he scat t.-, tn rtl :;~. Such areplace- where Ar . is the mag1,nitude or the radius vector of an c,i rarv.
T-ent of a nonspherical ptti;r.:i of particle.; by a point on the surface of partile A and j~r, is the magnitude oft
spherical polydi.sper.sio.n may te ac. 7raijit in stonie cases; the r alius ve-ctor of a surface point on !)article B, %%w.. I%
however, in other cases, it mo:' va Ito' COnsiderable dis- that the nonsphctrical particles A and B are cotnjiu:.t. Wit hf
crepancies, depending on the es:, t Thtlei of the particles respect lto a spht-re of radius r. We can also say'flint the
pres- rt. Unooaey hr r-t nw rtrat eie nonsph?. ic-al pal-I idles A1 and 11 are conjugate withl respect, to
under which conditions and wit), %%!;art racy nonspherical ashr j aisri atceBi h rru mg faLJ
partic-les can he replaced by'v Jpi% rik'al 11,irticles. It i's the A witl, respect to a spherical mirrorotf radius rand vice ver~a.
purpose of this report to sho-- thtat, under we4-specifiedl A few exalnlles of conjugate nonspherical particles ar e Shown
conditions, nonspherical particl. ; cIi ho rtwplaced by spherical in Fig. 2.
ones without significantly 0. !r-~ ;n- n:.y of the scattering
characteri.tics like scatteritra.i i.1' r,;naor extinction cross t.e "lect rornanet it, field E, scat t red by a given p::r' icle
setions, differential scatterirT,: - ton, or the state of (spher ical or nont~phrf.ricall can be written in the formi
polarizattioni of the scattered rat: t0w,. E ,

CONJUATE ARTILES 1~iQRf1,1where Ei is the electric vector of the incoming radi:tt'n and
CONJGAT PATICLS 1EORM Sis a 2 X 2 scattering mnatrix, the form of which is le'iiIed

Consder or smpliity nuo.;h i iirirticle that can be by tire i.roperties of thre scattering particle, such as thi' par-
ob~tainied~y thie deformation of L ;tlc:C c g.In such a way tidle's shai-, sime and miateria l odetermine explicit l the
that the depth t of the layer it, 'htich iaLt d.'formit ion occurs form of the elc ments of the( scattering matrix S, one has to
is equal to solve Mlaxwoll's equat ions for the boundary condition.; sv* -

isfied on the surface of the scattering p~article; closed fo rm
~l ~, (1) analyt a! sotlutiorns have- It-en derived only tor .+Ierical

where r is the radius tof the o,' int ;ii,'--ftrmsd sphere and Iatce; .~hros'adzfntl ogClnes'ri ti
doubt tol thatt at cIw,, 'al Ioi an alyt ical sot)ut ion cal, vxI .: f tr

t is a number considerably: :mrrt- r thtan tote. We should re-
an arbitraily shaped pta idle as considered in this et tudy.alize I hat evert if

t <1 (2) Sinc- t'te paraindtir ( appearing in Eqs. (3)-(5) i-. tetlsid-
erably s n ialt*r than onet, hor ti-r, first- trder ie rI it tation

the thickness t does nttt h .-:t to !ot.. -nc-ilwl. For example, tlleory --.? he rpltjtho Ith, c-' t.idt'rcd caseL of li!,:ltl .ering
fo r =0.1, the I hit k ii's It I'il.1 to, *..*t' of t the .jtltere's ra - b1101 tlt;per ical tl.o tIit It:,. It ft Ilovwr '- that if light N'-in~g

1 ~rt .1. Opt. S'rc. A m.. Vol. r.: N, . 11, No' merttr 1' .179 003tu 31t/79)/1 1i:'Y 'ftft410.51,0 19M~' Optical Sotitv trf Amtrixt I550



I iio l o
B (which is conjugate to A with respect to a sphere of radius
r) is given by

BS =S --CSI.(8)

By adding Eqs. (7) and (8), we obtain a basic theorem--
which we will call the conjugate particles theorem-allowing

't%4'us to replace conjugate nonspherical particles by spherical
particle, without changing the ohservable scattering charac-
teristic. of the system. We obtain

AS + ;S =2S, (9)

- - which says that the SUM of the scattering matrices of two

FIG 1.Conideatin o a onsheica patice wosedevatin fom nonsIpherical particles A and B, conjugate with re.apect to a
FIG.1. onsdertio ofa nnspericl prtile hos deiaton rom sphere of radius r, is equal to twice the Scattering matrix of a

a sphere of radius r occurs only in a spherical shell of thickness t with inner speeordis.
and outer radius equal to ill1 - o) and 41I + a) respectively.speeorais.

Since ( << 1, the same additive property is valid for experi-
mentally observable quantities like the differential scattvrin~g

by a spherical particle is described by the scattering matrix cross section (phase function), absorption, scattering and

S, then the scattering by a nonspherical particle A, as specified extinction cross sections, and polarization (we neg-lect terms

by Eq. (4), is described by the scattering matrix proportional to (2 and higher powers of o).

AS -S + ( S, (7) Remember that the SUM A S + BS in Eq. (9) means the sum
wher th matix t isindpencnt f E Sine te difernce of two sinle -particle Scat tering matrices (not a two-particle
wher th matix , isindpenent f c Sine te difernce scattIering mat rix). Also, we consider the case of incolcrent.

in the mat hematical description of nonspherical particles scattering whlere distances between individual partick-s are
conjutgate to each other with respect to a spherc of radiu-s r is much larg-er than the wavelength of the scattered rd~'in
only the Sign of the paramete-r ( [compare Eqs. (4) and (5)1, the Therefore, the SUM A S + B S is not a function of the distance
scattering matrix B~S describing light scattering by a particle between particles A and B.

FIG. 2. Several exanmples of
4',conjugate nonsphericai partcies.

Noospherical particles A lrold

"N ~ /line) and B (dashed line) z(.con-
AA jugate with respect to a sc ro of

radius r. Particles showin ( 0i
(a) (b) and (b) are rotationaliv syninietric

and resemble prolate and at
spheroids very clos~ly. To a
given nonspherical partic( _:i a
conjugate particle can be cirer a

Q. particle B or a particle R' de-
pending on the radius of the

J ~sphere with respect to A;~ii-! th*
particles are conjugate 1(c. ).

1W55 1. p.Sc m.Vl 9 II. Nomhmer 1979 MIAe ct al. 1051



go' - -

0- 1a0.05 'I.

to ' ,

0 '
Ix FIG. 3. Equation 111) satisfiedW t-N 0.1%with an error 6 [Eq. 112)) for

to-,considered lour, pairs of con,uLat

4-0.01nonspherical particles in Eqs.
W 0~(0a)-0di. For it=0.01 the

error in all cases is srn-a!:,r than
W in- .50 rn- 1.500. 1%. For f= 0. 1, the error s

t' X - .0 r2. o X --. 10 smaller than 10%. in cases (a)
0~ l*Iand (b) the error 5 changes the

I ~sign. In all caes an aso0ute
% ~value of 6 is plated and the cci-

(0) (b)responding parts of the cur, es are
___1__0_______III __1_____ denoted by the(+) and (-) signs.

0 30 0 0 20 0 0 0 30 60 90 120. I5O 180 The solid curves show the error
SCATTERING ANGLE 0 SCATTERING ANGLE 0 for the case whean particles are

oriented in~ such a way that their
r, r [lte T4 (cos&)] r.-r 1i±6 P.(c0191] .axis of rotationis parallel to the

direction of the incom;rg licht. and
e 0.[ the dashed curves show , for th.i

case of perperdcular cr er.',vi-n
(axis of rotation perpend.zur to

E0.05 10-401 _jte direction of *.he incorr
too ------- and perpendicular to the scater-

Ing plane chosen to be the x-z
plane). The incarning radation is

lX -- - - --- -propagating in t direction 0f the
- ---- - positive z axis and i3 linearly

Ld iT1polarized with the electric vector
0 making an anlet 450 withthe i

Z axis.

0 3.1.0 60IV2 S e 3 0 9 0 IO 8

SCATTERING ANGLE 0 SCATTERING ANGLE 0

NUMERICAL RESULTS differential scattering cross sections of the foirm

To verify the validity of thedelrived theosrem, we have cal- Au + Bar = 2,r(11)
culated the differential scattc ria.,- Cross sections of several

* nonspherical axially symmetric particles u,: ng the extende~d following-I fomn the theoremo [Eq. (9)1 for the cas;e ( < 1 in the

boundary condition method.'-- We considered four sets of above not itiont rr stands for the difft',rLntial scattcrtl,_ r2 ;
* nonspherical conjugate particles given by the equations section c, a sphere of radiuts r). In Fi. 3 the per-ett1e

error

r, =r11 I sin2O], (1a) 2rfT - a B a) 10 %(2

r 1 = r[ f T, (cosO)J, (10c) is plotted a.; a function oftite scattering angle for two dt L-rcnt
orientattitt's oft the scatlIerin- particles. In ,general, we cmn av

r[ io (1 ld that for 0.01 (deviationt from a sphere occurs in jn o)uter

Where T. (cos 0) is tile nth Clhv yshfiv polynomtial of the first layer of tiuckness equal to 2'C of the radius), the theo,, in is
kind, and where P.1(Cos 0) is 1he fooirih-order Legti-dre poly- saTlS,'ie.i NX ith ati accuraev 1) -tter thani 0.1'r. With 0.0-P (
nomial, WVhile 00aJJ and (l0b) ~r ovx atce ecie qa oIt fterhiL) h circ sta % n t~~
by IPqs. (100) and (J Rd) are co-r-ave. Cross sectional views With] .. 10 (t equlal toi 2(1". of tile radiuts), the acctr vyv is

of he artcle (to) nd 1 tl~ resclottttilily sownon alwa. better thtan 1 0";. 't'his accurilcy is in agtee. t %%itll
Figs. 2(a) and 20h). Lettus co', 'ditrthiereiittiotilbetween the what o!n should cxplioct frota njeg It in,, terms proi rioa

1552 .1. Opt. Soc. A r.. Vol. 69, 11 , Nove niher 1979t Ch~lek el nt I. i



to( 2 with respect totc. WVeCOnClUde 11, 1,~ numerical results matrix. Then we can choo~se a set of spheres %kithi radii ri,
confirm the validity of the cmonjugate partcles theorem. r2, r:, . .. , r, and determine the shape- of the nonsjdierical

particles Bl BL.. B, conjugate to the rionspherical 1jitic~e
APLCTOSA with respect to tiie sphere- of randii rl, r,,, r.. r. 'i;.n

tilctt:in njdrice. fur the ilOollfpericdi P,11[LiC 1,
The derived theorem has several practical consequences. B.,, 133.....B can be calculated from Eq. (13). T1hu.,, one

Whenever we have a polydi -'rsioin of nonspherical particles experimental measurement can provide scattering mat rices
such that for each nonspherical part*,A'e of the polvdispersion for several differently shaped nonspherical particles.
there exists another nonsphecrical p i ie in the same poly'- Finally, one can similarly define nonspherical p:trtick-,
dispersion that k~ conjugalte thtie ;' iouls one with respect conjugat .e with respect to a surface other than a sp .in- 1f,
to a sphere of radius r, then the con- -Et polv disper.sion of example, with respect to ail oblate or a prolate sphe-roid ijid
nonslpherical particles call iw repla, :!% a polydispersion of then replace a polydisper-sion of irre~'tilar conjugate partic!E
spheres (each pair of non-11herical p*:i ies conjugate with by a polvdispersion of spheroidal particle.,- the scatturino.,
resp-ct to a sphere of radiu. r is rL- ll 0 1 i-ccording to the property .of which call be calcolated analytically.
theoremn-by two spheres of' radiu-. r) . ithout a chane of
scattering characteristics of the polydi -rsl'.on. It means that
within the accuracy of order fall scattre inc' chairacteristics of ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
both polydispersions are identical and there is no experi-
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ABSTRACT

A linear relationship. i v -iiridct of the form of the size-distribution, betwveen extinction at wave-
lengths around.\ I !, -z' . or around A =3.8and 9.5 Am. and liquid water content of atmospheric
fogs has been veitied 3-- 41 droplet size distribution measurements made uinder a variety of

meteorlogicl ~ ;.i r cut ugst that integrated liq~uid water content along a path in fog
can be determineJ f';u' .. rn of COI laser (A= 10,6 Anm) transmission along the path, and that
liquid water cono:,r i at ia.*.Ujlar point in fog can be inferred from in %irti measurement of fog-droplet
absorption wit!' a deute-: ~ ~o~ela-cr (X 3.8 Am) or a suitably tuned CO., laber (.9.5 pam)
spectrophone.

I. It~irodluctiofl is c -0.31.'Foe conditions uinder which the approxi-
mation (2) are valid and the "ierivation ,fthe resla-It has been recently showvn (Ch'.Iek, 1978) that a tion (1) hive been discussed elsewhere (Ch~lek,

linear relationship, independc;A otf the form of the 17)
size distribution, should exis~t iletween the inrrd In this paper .%e verify the validity of relation (1)extinction around A 11 -'ind~ the liquid water , calcul-ting the volumne extinction coefficient u,.
content of togs. The relation can he written in the nite vu;waecntnWfo34dfertfo

formdroplet size dlist ribu tions (G:rland, 1971; Kurnai.
2Y~. (1) 1973; Garland rl tit.. 1973: Kunkel, 1971: Roach
2Xet al.. 1976; Pinnick et al., 1978) measured uinder

wher a>is he olue et~n~jtr~ ..2ftiien inas-various me~teorological situations.
tired~~~~~~~ attewvlnghA Vt . . .aer content. We also Show tha;t 11 linearl relationship, similartodtheaeentX (I.Wif etenteifardasrto

p the density of watcr, atnd th. : an c is equal t 1,C~t e~entl nrrdasrto
to the slope of a straight liine t,,tt ipro~imtc coefficiet ia1 tile spe'Ctral iegjine XA 3.5-5.3 ftrn.

the xtictin cficir~c cuve 'j. ~ Iracs 8- 10 Am, andi the liquid water content of fogs.
.A) ~ Thus for exatmrle. the absorption coefficient of folts

Q( *) c(M.Y (2) at A 3.8 Aml~ is intiqueiyl.v tetrd to their extinction

where the size parameterx ik.es. by the ratio of the and absorptio~i at A -- 10 Am

particle circumiferenice to 0,2. ~ e~h Ail ap- 2. Selected ft g siedsrbtin
proximate value of the coelri.nir ( () at! A i p

Relatively tesv reliable tneasurenments of fo,,
Visiting U.S. Army Atfnosph iv: Scoce, I ahtrto~y. droplet size Lbstribtitions have been made, particti-

4) 1979 American %letemrolovic 0!Society
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ladly for which numerical data aeavailable. The micrometer size droplets. In addition, the size limit
fog measurements used here wer,'dge to be reliable of detectability is about 0.3 pni radius using con-
and were chosen to represent -, .e-de range of fog ventional microscopy techniques.
conditions ranging from ma: :.and continental A laser holoe ram technique was employed Iby
advection fogs [Kumai. 1 973; L~c.1971 Iand part Kunkel (1971) to measure droplcts in advection fog
of Garland's (1971) wozk I to ini:,:Al radiattion fog-s propagatin- inland during, ni-httirne at 01i, /,.!r

(Garland. 1971; Garland ct (1/., 1973; Roach et al., Force Batse, Nla,,sachusetts. The hologram camura.
1976; Pinnick et al., 1978). The early work on was capable of sampling volumes of 4.5 cm' ata

and stable inland fog and hatze rca;r Paris by Arnulf fashion, and .. ith minimal.1 distur bance to the drop-
el al. (1957) was not used because it was not lets. Droplets with radius 2-40 /nr were det-cte:d.
possible to obtain true droplet distributions from Because of the small number of droplets (norinally
their figures. Arnulf vi (d. (1957) captured droplets <50) in the distributions reported by Kunkel, we t-
on spider threads (for v, h; : the capture coefficient have averaged all 17 of the reported droplet
depends on droplct >i'., it gives only the uncor- distributions together,which in any case repe ,.:n,,
reeted droplet distribution data. Results of the only a 3-mmn interval, to obtain a single distribUtion'.
pioneeringt work of May (1961) using a specially Finally, -we have used measurements by Pinrick
designed two-stagze imipactor were not used since et al. (197S) of radiation fog and haze made during
the numerical data are no longe-r available (MIay, wintertime in West Germanyi with a cornmerei.a!i
private communication, 19780. Measu.,tremnents of available Ilifht-seatte ring counter (the "'Knoflen-
v'alley fog drop sizes obt;"iio 1" l exposing" gelatinl- berg'' Clil',c-d Scartzcring Aerosol Spcctro,;ac,:r
coated s lides to at stre~inm ti a'vir he l'ili6 et al. manuLfactLured by a' il MeasureCMent Syste,,,MS
(1975) were deemed not cice.! cc the distribu- Boulder, Co'orado). This device works oni the
tions were normalized to s"-WOSmeasure- principle that as aerosol flowvs through an illuminated
ments of extinction Coelt i ree b a trans- volume, light scattered by single droplets into a
missometer. Fog drop sr'- ni ade with a particular solid argle is measured and ussed to
light-scattering counter bv ' I (1961) were not determine pairticle size by making pulse-heigh t
utilized since we suspect in) his mneasure- analy!-.s of the iesponse pulses. Determination of
me nts dtre to non-isokin-,-ir Th" ns ie inlet of droplet -.ze fromn the res ponse is indirect because oif
h'is coantwer was only I '.rn in .. ee arnd became the deperrdck:ce of the reponse or, factors rir
wet during the sampling- In addition, somne thani drop!,,, size, viz., cliorlet refractive index d
unexplained dilffrcnoe, ' er'''--d by at dilution the lefns gk-ometry of the optical svstn. Particular
apparatus 1:'ldridge usedl t -ii hi.4n depplt concentra- attention was gien to the calibration of this inst, I-
lion conditions. menit LiSir'rt nonodisperse! Particles of different .

Three different s'3tnplirn"t, hnu were em- and refract.ive index. The mranuf-acturer's rv
ployed to obtain the fol- size urstributions utilized tised calibr;ation was not used. Rather, droplet ;'
in this study: impaction, holograplrc and light scat- distributionis were determined by redefining the ,z 4Z_
tering. pulse-hiipta channels as de~scribed in detail by PPi-

Garland (1971), Garki ile .' (1973) atnd Roach nick et a!. ,197S). T-his couinter is sensitive towar
et al. (1976) used ai n-, 111fed two-stage Casella droplets '., Pb radii 0.23- 16 j~tm.
impactor desig-ned by W1,61It~) mounted honi- Aloe' .341 dfrctsize distributions were
zontally in at %ind tuLP0 to plrovdeioknc used to che, te~aiivo q.1 ntean.s
sampling. Corrections to it.oltccton efficien-rcy p!heric widwaround A 1- 1 1ti; 25 fog&ditril-L
based on the penet:ation a ' @ of the impactor tions were t:dlen from itland (1971) andRoT
(May, 1945) were appli ! tri 11:.w data. This de- ct al. (19 1 '), 6 fr om (irl:ifd 0 itr. ( 1973). "1 1, rn
vice is sensitive to d-p sI 72 /tirn radius. Kurnn 7) I fium Kuirkel(91.ad2~

Kumai (1973) also ii,! st;!,, impactor and haze distributions fron Pinnick el al. (197o).
to measure advection fo- Jt :ed over the 3 eut o 'jetnto
Arciic Ocean at Point I' '!iska, together *irarclrst orfgetntn
with a gelatin -coaited L, c.- Ileet ion pla~te Usin!; z. \ie scattering program and index oif rQ-
wvhose collection Vficc V, al as at fune- fraction of water as given hy HaIle and Querry ( 197.i),
lion of wind velo,-ity. ! o roplet corre-c- we have c;1culated the VOslunte ext inction coeflic i n
lion factor-,, were appiw ta rueW Sizes. Thre

combined miethiods yiAcu I- concentration o-()~ -C.(~~~r (3)
frm 2.2 --64 p in radius.

In general, the prim Al y d of the impac- and the li'jirid waiter conten!
lion tec hniqure. besidecs i-qi 'I ini rs dal't re-
dtiction , is the uncert i ity er concenlra- k !rpOuid 4)
lion (leerinin~ition foi ': .er and sub-J
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with r > 14 ijnm; ho~wever, t!;-:' contribution part a consequence of their inability to measure
generally did not donlinate eitl-. tite- extinction diopiets with r > 16 /im.
or, or the liquid water content 1W. Consequently, Another qualification concerning the results in
we expect that thle linear relationship (1) between Fig. I bears on our assumption that all fog and haze
the v'oltime extinction cLoeficient (r, and the liquid particles consist of homnogeneous water droplets
water content W will be reasoilahl\ veil satisfied and have complex refractive indexes of water.
at A - I I ,i.Results, of nrij :lerleal, calculations Hlaze particles iii particular may contain a signifi-
confirming the validit' o" Eq. (1) .it X = 11 pm cant volume fraction of' contauninants stich avs sea
are shown in Fig. Id. salt or ammonium sulfate. 'fhe crucial question

On the other hand at X 0.55 vin thre approxinvi- hcre is to what degree is the particl e refractive
tion Q,L cxr is valid onix "Or vs a;er droplets with index affkcled by SuIch contaminants? We know
r 'C- 0.5 jim (Ch~lek. 19>,, m 1 most haze and in the case of fog, that its formation requireCS
all fog droplet size distilbu:ajnN ,:'C dominated by atmospheric relative humidity RH to be near 100:;
droplets with r > 0.5 pmI. the Q. -cx approxirna- We also know that for the haze data appearing in
tion is not valid in this ea _ and, conisequently, Fig. I the relative hunmidity was close to 1(0, %
no size-distribution-inde,: en;-den:! ;l.ition between (Pinnick et t!., 1978). MWinel (1976) and Mhand
thle extinction anid lqiiqo xx. . ' rould exist and liullrich (1978) have studied the effect of rela-
at X = 0.55 jum. The numecricid rC"its based on the tive humidity variations onl mean complex rcfrac-
measured distribution-, Jo:: Illt the Eq. ( 1) tive inde~xes Of InaritimeI and urban aerosols. 1-Ejuel
approximation in Fig. Ia c ri Ciis conclusion. (1976) found that for RHJ ! 95% the real and
Further, the.. appromicc i ' ove'restimates imiaginary parts of' thle complex refractive indlex
extinction for m'o- t of the dc lN rile ~ n~ and n,,, at A 0.55 jim have values 1.33 -- it,

As wve chanice thl tiox X' eka tc 0.55 jim t 1.36, 0 ,:> 0.0)06. llxaminiation of Mieci efi-I
to longer w-,~a C)eO ppoxinlation is ciency flicetoi s 0,(m-0.x for refiractive indexes inl this
satisfied for la.drople.t ro (Cnsequently, range shows our assumption that in =1.33-01
with increasing wax eler'itli t'; i,-on isJen by Fq. in N ici calculations of extinction according to (3)
(1) is bccomiing- a moiere 's '-i "~la aion for and thle e). x approximation (1) is at good ()ne. At
hazes and for fogs-. T!1, Hstendc: i t firom HigIs. wvavelengths :>XA 0.55 pmn we find from Hafle!
Ib- 1c, showine t..- !, numIIeric. :'l is and thei, and Bul11iiCh'.. formla~s for values Of Il -95';
Eq (1) approxinnat; 'a a. X ;:i - pm. We that11 both ima rit in arnd trrbair aerosol ireanr refra!C-
rote that with ir'- A....r (1) better l ive indexes are acloiii not miarkedly different from:
approximattes 11,c e.\t:r :2k' v''Is cudf finlall: those of \\atcr. [or eaplat I I pml we pic-
at A = i m (FL'. di ".)! (fr~etieii ie[ fhor IMine] amil Itulrich's formula,, that thc
coefficientl beCOmeCs i it I: end ti /e dkis~t- reCal and~ imanr partls Of tile comIplex in~dex a
lionn,(r), and the relationIre' i a factor 2 1.153 - t. 1.207, 0.096S z7 1;,- -- 0.109, col,-
%-.,:it the numerical rsr: .r riLtin paredL to ,;*1.153 -0.09()!j for pure wterf. 'The

CIOSer- in.SPection1 e te d) - i 1Yia Id shows effect of :hc'se :er'eienJxvzariaton:; ii'. Nlire
noticeably better urcut c t c.i the NI ic ae ua oso xic o ofj etacrigtt3
numerical rest:':s and the cif ) for the size and (1) aic estimtated to be not more than It0'i
distributions of }'inick vt ii. t107N). Tliue reason For fog, anl :idditioriml arguiment can be madeLI to
very likvly hats to do %i~ t! ', lt r 1 jt thle Size support ourI assum]Hption that thle particle tefiakcti
distributioc IlrCasuremii, at .. t.. aore only indexe.\s c~an 1,e applcoiiated by those of Plite
for droplets vs irl I "; e:) -7i, pi r. whereais water. 'I hie IS~nrn is hat tile Jilquid miss coo-
thre Giarland (1971). (1,0 1'I (1 1973r ) 01id Roatch tell; of 1figs is on the ord-ter of 0.005 g tin or -ticti
v! al. (1976) ireasurec. i- *,i!c to; dIplets w itl and tillis thle a,0MIne tli Ctioin of any xtaint
radii ipl tor r -72 /tit: !!i,_ 1,i i,: i 11-3) iuicastuc- iii fog o j'~ illust lccessa t ily be Small St. iat~l
mients aitc for diropl 'tx- 1x 6'., 4 pill, the rcfr:!A:ive! lude \eS muIIst be lIose to those of x itCl

*and thre IKunkel I19,' i csi- is for droplets Ill oider. to exainle more closely thle fog i esujl*
with ic dii LIP to 1- - 0'i. tile nlaxi lmm in Fig. I inl t-erms ofl fo ,g tv pe we have Chosen 1.)
radiuis condition foi t' .. qIpi oximtion restrict o0th uitt-'ri~ io tite data of Galland (197 I1,
Iclading to relion (i is loct 1. atl:t X -7 11 GailLindl ctcit. ( 1973) and Rcr~ieh er (it. ( 197(c0. '1 lie
/till, nonle of tile l'ii t ct c ,l'itioiis Canll sn ret.ood fir st. these, Iircasme:nent'." \\ cie

stogyviolate tis conlIlikc:c - \%tie sith 1witde doill. oca on ivuiter dislillctly d~ille
I~ /till xxcre mic: wirne tile betercu iietduol'i.lciltrisAtttle,3di.i*

agievnrit oif tire vmmrreri ::! ic; *r thle lirik cii! fts 'Acid lilea silililitii: a ixe-\cat ti '

ef is/. disilibimticrii. vvi' '.;>: l,1 I at A - I I umrdei tire ilalnit of rice;! g cal co itins iw:k

Itm l anc also a t. -- 4 1.rn 1 :1eeiiac be inl int) lac S,diCiltt, rn.,ish;Ila \%Cis e Made 10r a
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sufficiently broad range of particle sizes (0.3 jm 102
< r < 72 p~m) that error% in extinction and liquid X- IIL/m
water content due to the presence of larger and Z
smaller droplets are estimnated to be small. Of the
37 Measured distributious. three were not used due
to nonavailability of the raw data, three because of Z 2-

the presence of ice crysals in the samples, and La a
five were not used -ceause fog type was not cl' - 28

Ii.
specified. W

WVe have divided the Garland and Roach et al 0~0
fog data, which already appear in Fig. 1, into two 2 o
classes: radiation fog ard advection fog. We have I.-
been cautioned (Garland. private communication, Z RADIATION FOG
1978) that although the radiation fogs clearly X O DETO O
formed in situ by radiation cooling, some fogs Q RsDETO O

classified as advection type may have been mature 6. 0 ,

radiation fogs transported by the wind from a distant 5 t02 2o 0
area of formation. In ary case, the data are re- LIQUID WATER CONTENT ;g m35)
plotted according to this classification in Fig. 2

(X= 0.55 uim) and Fig. 3, (A = I I /Asm). At X = 0.55 FiGj. 3. As in Fi?. 2 except for X I I Am. The predicted

jsm it is evident radiation fogs are generally more relation betw een extinction and liquid water content gien b,,
Eq. (1t is Shown1 b the Straight 111ne. 11CC.LUS the Q --- t ap-effective scatterers, and hence more effective in proximation is generally hetter satisfied for radiation fogs.

reducing visibility, than advection fogs with the those points fall closer to the straight tine prediction.
same liquid water content. To understand the rea-
son for this result, we have picked a radiation fog
(Fig. 2, solid circle) and an advection fog (Fig-. 2, ential extinction coefficients at A =0.55 asm vs
solid square) measurenvint with about the same particle radius in Fig. 4. Because the plots are in;' Ic
liquid water content, and have plotted their differ- on a linear scales, the areas uinder the curves are, a

mea-ure of lte correspondin~g extinction coeftikienits.
Thus the ri'diation fog extinction coefficicnt .~

10 2 7 km- ) is more than twice the advection fog extinc-
0 .55,um 0 0tion coefficient (15.8 km '). For the radiation fog.,

dD 0 0 0 small droplets, say. r t 3 /.ni, are very numerous and
F 000 * 0 contribute 60%, (if the extinction without making a

9D significant contribution to liquid water content. Oil
2 the other hand, for advection fog. a broader size

10 distribution is found and these smaller patiicles

0
0 j.tm. Both tho' radiation and the advection fog si,,'c

0 ~~distributions strongly violate the maximumnrail
2conditiotn allowed in the Q.cx approximation
0(2,,rz= 0.5 piu at A 1 0.55 tmi), so there is no reason

10 ~ FG .5 imau lqidwte otet te RADIATION FOG to expect a unique relation between extinction at

6- ______ apptoximation is within a factor of about 2for both

tion fog resuilts. The oxpl;tnation is that the Q, -.
Fir;. 2. As in Fig. liaet CP io only the fOg d.tk t~f (Girlatnd atpproxition is only strictly valid pioiding toL'

(1970). Garland elI al. (1973) jr.) koaxch if t.i- it 19fr, :ire shown.
The extinction and liquid %w,~ 7--ents c, nI~a!ed ironi the 26 droplets h' ie r 1 4 tm (Cht-Iek. 1978) and radiationi
MC,isurcd 1;7C distfilt:Z:01 ns Mn~.-vdda~od~ to raiation fogs bettc:> salisf) this condition than dot atd%1ectirn
iciicleo) or ad% ce:tion tsiacsWe see fromn the figure that Fogs. The ocgrne,. to which this mia \inmum 'ad ili
rmii,trn fog' arc gocnral-.'n:elri%,e sc.Y tcrcrs thin condition ;s v'zol~tckl can K: ,reterviined for t%% oc
adv'cti.'r fmi1;s i ih (the same im~ 'atcr content'l-'ec.,nms they exm sfrntiig .5. Sow is the dilleten? l,: I
con t;.in mo, re dioilt s in I h, V.ic n eson.irc ret, on that c on - efi ct a Xp n fo .1 alol',
tribute a %igniic.int pit of ,he Ceinct.o'f but eontr i:e extincetiotn (rhcin atX I tt o r1.
only a rna:gitnial miorimt to thc iqoid w.,ter cAitent fog, (ig. 3. , ..rik cit-cl'.) and arl ildvection fog (V,
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I6

A - .55pm -RADIATION FOG
'E 14- FEB 20.1968 (SAMPLE 1)

ZL~WO.0899 m-,
TE

12- ADVECTION FOG
Z I DEC 12 ,1967 (SAMPLE 2)

o YlW*0.099g m-"

0- 0 0 I 0 25 3 5 41
PATCERDU pn

FI.4 U ~ rniletnto ofi insa .5ynvru rpe
raisf- o sldcrl nFi.2 n navzinfg(oi
sfuaei :, )w haottesreliudwtrcnet h pa ne h
ct.x : iG c ~aueo h oa xicincefcet 3 r- o h

hi si 58knlfo h deto o) Frteidainfg
0-j tc.6 to szntiue ydolt ain -3jnc m ae

_0 or! * ,1 r1::a ,/c nfg
solid quare)a,,,.all bwtl aelqi hs hl dolt ihrI- 4lmdmm

Fal. 4. ifrnta x~, i)~fnta exicto ceficient s A05 versusdrle
parice ad s ra dus s'i, r a r;osei' ng(oid cirgl in F. 2)anxa aprxmtion fo absoptio

for tile radiation foor'Gli 15.8l km(1for)thGa ala ed ion fog).thor the Qiaio fograprxmain o

cior tet. (1973 and (o fog 69%- 3sof he extictonw~ fr o at X I I~r fo raimatind o this
etinatin ari ses frino , d. I wn rdoi ess tat weav theheckedrad to su.ere thesi
the maxplmtm wiha l r, i tlile orthe presed of lar gei~tnfrf droplet abslrdptrons the~

Suve all the diffCrent c%.t;rl i wn coeffkient esu
prilaisgraphs for2 tiles sh ownlc in Fig. 35 4.l( it, 1x appro-i5aton aor Absorption atios
foral the adtion or. ( i ( 197), shGarlandn~o sctm egos

survy o thedifcren' e errn ceftiien Tl ap rilaiooiief fo r, drople absor piion m!~tht for ot e -hil i
* ~ ~~ thtfo butoeWtiti tIons. extin o droplets desc.ribed by the size distilbuI ion iii
tioli at X z I I jtr is hv droplets withisevny
r > 14 ptim. Sine I.:, 11icicn,-y factor sgvnfy

foi these larger p :il ;II mIated by the

Q.. (.,% Ipr~oah W ChvLck, 1978). o,, f l IQjm i, Vx)11~d.
fihe numerical 01cu~r ,'t * litfo these

*atlvection fogs Lill thlo predliction in wherc Q, ,itis the Nlic efficiencey faclor I'll
F~ig. 3. For thle lenlun: h .is'e 1)Av lioit togs. absoi plin .Ito a s%%Mctr dloplet with lefl~tctive ill!,

driiplet% v. ith r - 14 p, !(, ~ii and thle ,rr(A) anid si.e poiruneler .% -- 2,7f!,\. Plot1S ofl tl
pointls fall within 20' I ) predfiction, efficiency fi:elor for absor ption Q,, vs .i for A 38
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2.4 -

122 .nljt RADIATION FOG
E 2.0 NOV 1, 1972 (SAMPLE 1)

!S ~Wm.20g m'-
It 1.8-

w - ADVECTION FOG
&1.6- MAR 19, 1969

W-.239 rn-'
0IA

.2

21.0-

X
w0.8-

.0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 l65 70
PARTICLE RADIUS (Itm)

Fia. 5. Differential extinction coefficients at X = 11 Aem versus droplet radius for a
radiation fog (solid circle in Fig. 3) and an advection fog (solid square in Fig. 3)
with about the same !iquid water content. The total extinction for the radiation fog is
22.6 km-' cempared io 15.0 km-1 for the advection fog. The fraction of ex~tinction
contribut-.;' Iy d.oplets with r _- 14 Acm (the maximum value allowed in the Q, cx
approxi-raton) is 69% for the iadation fog, decrea~ing to 3Y'; for the advection fog.
Thus the pre1fiction between c tinction (at X I I pm) and liquid water ccontent
[given by t 1. (1) and shown in Fig. 3] is a better arproximation for radiation
fogs than fu. advection fogs.

9.5 juem are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Again we find,
as Ch~lck (1978) found for extinction, that Q. can a: 0.5-
be well approximated by Qajx,A) -c'(Xjr, provid- 10 X 3.8/Amr
ing x -_x.. 0< 0.4-Using this linear approximation for Q,, in (5) gives U_00C'

____z 0.3-Ora- nr~r (6) IW 1, ,ME

Thus, explicit dependence kin the size distribution IA 0.2
disappears and leads to the absorption coefficient WZ
being linearly related to liquid water content IV 2 0.1-
according to

3-.(0 0.0- -''1 T --- r--,1--r--

W., (7) o 0 5. 10 IS -T 25 30 35 40 45
4X SIZE PARAMETER X

As in the case of extinction the restriction that Fi(.. 6. The civP nc factor for atbsoiption Q, for water SCimtS
x xneed not be st ridl )ySlti~'jj 1)"d'twae droplet si.ze par.auI-ter i at a %a atierncth Ah ., r 1.8 Jim
droplets with radii git a r than the valuec r, of retric:tlon .tI.14-1 1()Ih efficiency f.wtoi can b

XAmI 2 r, tutist not contilxmac ecessivc~v to either appiox~niated ',) %ti.-ijht litne (I. . c'.r poIidi k'_

abso-plion ot liqii a conttetit . rs;!,tacrical I lite arprolmmitior &)%crest irnmots the exact valtie of (1, 1-1

vatlues of the mnaxirnn m Iii r,,, at variows witvc She se al hil to'selil'le it I o th hi,

lengths J\ as well .Is I he s 'opec t' kif a sit ai"'11 linle , ." C fle 1\tt hc~l" ten iit' coe llin t h hopw

approximating Q8 for .% ;t, ime givSen ill Table 1. coiding it, eqtl. t (7)
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43PiTo check this contention %; Iie ca±Iculai~c the
M2volume absorption coefficient u()Using a Mie
0Ii- X 9.)4mscattering program according to Eq. (5) foi the
4 previously mentioned 341 fog and haze size di.iril'bu-

tions at several dlifferent wvavelengths. As in th-, ex-
SO.-cx tinction calculations we have assumed pai-*ticc; re:-

fractive indexes of water, and have thus nejle.. ted
LL refractive index differences that might be cauwed

C01 Q( MI E) by the presence of contaminants such as sea salt
Z and amrnonium sulfate. The results at XA 3.9,X 9.5 Itm plotted as a function of fog liquid water cont-
0: 0tent together with the Q,=c'x approximation (7

05 m 0 are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. WVe see that although
SIZE PARAMETER X the numerical results are slightly better approxi-

mated at A = 3.8 jam as compared to A = 9.5 tim,
FIG.?7. As in Fig. 6 except for A 9.5 jum (index of refraction ait both wavelengths the linear relation (7) is within

of water ni =I.243-0.0443i). iThc effic:iency faictor for absorp-
tion can again be approxinrctd by a straight line Q,, = cxa factor 2.5 of the numer-ical results for all 341 fog
providing .r ,.Xand haze size distributions. Examination of re ,Aits

at numerous other infrared wavelengths show thait
even thoughi the maximum radius condition is some-

Also given are values of the quantity 37-;-'/2Xp) which timies violated, for A 3.5-5.3 /_on, 8-10 pmn al
if multiplied by the licquid v.ater content give the nuI1e; iCal results for the 341 ft.) distribution" arc
absorption coefficient. lit orlcr that these,, predicted within a factor 2.5 of the precdictions bct % cll
relationships (and maxlimumL11 radiuIs conditions) be- absorption and liquid water content given by tela-
tween droplet absoription mid liquid water content tion (7) and listed in Table 1 , and in most cases
may be compared to th, corresponding results the agreement is within I factor 2. However, at
for extinction, the value-, of v._ ,,,r,. etc.. for the wavelengths X z- 10.5- 12 p.m. the numerical results

e x approxim-ation 'Uk.1978) for extinc- differ by as much as at factor 4 from the lineat ieda-
lion also appcar ir Tall' 1. -1hle values o[ x,,,, r,,, tion (7).
and c for extinction ,ie .~onit.ames slightly differ- Previolusly, Pla-tt (1970) found an approxir:::e
ent from those )f'(.'l ,; .) sinc:e there is some line,.r relation between :he -dosorption coeffilient
leewvay in the SibjCe;;\'chir fod ,Approximat-
ing the efficiencyN facto r . )bv a linear function TMAIi I. 1. Ata gis~.n wasvcngibh A tile efticiency facto f i
of size pat amneer .t. We ". from the table that the absorpttv. Q1, (and c' ircljon 0,) cani he h'- .i1..

limiting- radius r,.,ec 4  ~rnl on wavelength si aii p2., .TrA(
3  x) or st/c p,;,Ylutnctersx ,~ I lie

and is in general marke .5, c .-i ent for- absor-ption 16asre' of 1. and. c' On. c ;ied 7. if we fro the , 'airns-sr.U'

and extinction atpit ua wavelength. An ex-ro loetinu1ic i drbtontlealepk.l'
ception is at X 9.5 pu j, where the limiting radi o d'avclet\ initt In ier drition.i teme tabl ici t

are r., = 13 j.tm for asp nas compared to r,, (or extin~ ton m nJ hqiiid k%;Iter con'1ent cs4~ts. and the
=12.5 jurn for extin-tii, . .1 ihtt for fog, droplet 7417 5,~ % Iuof the p~'r (omr Th. The die of the w-i.

1
:

((,1 3-.2.%jo viiiij~e 11, ti l e li'd xk' cr LuiX.flt t,(listibutions that ha,,ve ali r 125pm(~. ot g!cj, ' l-tion Cl ceti o4, (or e~tinctiona COIfiec.,
radiation fogs) we can ',rctficl f imn T;ble I that ab- =___ =_ -.. .

Sorption CLWt1itri1tis 29%' (Fthc e' Lnction at A = 9.5
1xin, independent of do,- fot m of tire droplet size ---- -- ____

distribution. I lowever. ti:ro is, obviously no unique lo" ', C..

relation bet~%cen lo6 i,'sw!plion and extinction for - . --- --
al a ee gh .3.0 7, 5II 9 1 10 3 2 l it 00' 3-
all~~~~ wa1egh.. 3 14 51 041(,14 9 1.1 0 72 4.

Since we have verified the (9 ~cx approximalion 3 F t ?I '1001' 4436 "IN, 63 4 0 066 , ~
for extinction at X ipm. '.O ich icquires that A 1 14 a.oi ox I * 0 1 67 4.) 064 7 e, -
dIroplets have in:., int~tm iwii'j., r:, 14 tm, is ade- ~ 1 0 04' 04 > . 0 0'

' 0 :4 It 1 3444 A43 1: 4:, I2 'I I 0316 1 A 1
quate for atntosp:.oiic Its''. .. suspct the C), 1 31 6 34 4035 03!. 4 73 6, 0 '6 , '

(.,x approxituatiolt fil, :101 . . tt i deqttate toi 0 75 6 9 0344, 03. 7 71 93 1 3 oil 4

fog at selected wavelens i , I I. % ru' -'r, 14 ti. i - 40 ," '1 it 11 Dk4-,4 0 1A 4
From T1ai-le I we see t' t: %: %.! tgr1Ils AX 3.8, 4, 4 l I1 01 '$. to 8 ?tt 1: A
5.3 and 9.5 pmn cithie: s l' llc:ie1ilv tisfv this A 10 0 114 64.1 , I A1 0I

47 0 it, 0 7 .eiterion. 1herce'01c. 4'.'tt .-\rsc t :irlc-;tr tel-1- 2 .1 0 (1 qu 44'41,41, 1) 1
tion botseen fog :'bsoi;;- ii fog ii W~!fater 11 1 4 A'7 M44 I ,-1 4t) 91 n7 1 1

content accol:3 toI' I I lit: ni of I r.c (it ople t '4 04 -440 34. . 9A V"I

size dimtiibution , Io t ' ua wa'.1elenin lihIs. __ - - - _. __
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c. atk II m and liquid %atcer content W of non- 102
precipitating stratocumulus clouds. Platt performed
Mie calculations on 25 measured cloud droplet 9 A i9. 5 ,Am
distributions, plotted the values of (Y,, at A II m 
vs W. did a least-squares fit through the resulting X
data points atnd obtained (Y-, = 76.5 W, comparing

modestly well with our Eq. (7) prediction from Table w1
I of (Y = 93 IV, where the absorption is in km - ' _
and the liquid water content in g m - '. The reason 100
for our overprediction of the absorption is that a o
significant number of droplct in Platt's distributions 0  58W
have radii >7.2 am, the maximum value allowable o -o

in the Q, = c'x approximation at X = II Mm. Had P 0 PINNICK et al. (1978)
Platt chosen a slightly shorter wavelength, say, 50-' + GARLAND (1971),GARLAND
X = 9.5 Mm, he would have found an even better /t et l, (1973),ROACH el al.
correlation of absorption and liquid water content, 0 (1976)

KUMAI (1973)
as well as better agreement with our linear predic- , KUNKEL (1971)
tion (7), since the maximum radius restriction is 10-2
more nearly satisfied for clouds at the shorter i0- i6. . .... ... .'0 100
wavelength. LIOUID WATER CONTENT (g m-3 )

5. Application of extinction-absorption-liquid water FiG. 9. As in Fig. 8 except for X = 9.5 ;Am.

content relationships

The unique, linear, size-d istribution-independent we predict extinction and absorption coefficients of

relationship between extinction at X A 11 Mrm and o'( = I Im) = 13 km- I, o,(3.8 Mm) = 1.8 km-I,
liquid water content, and between absorption at o-j5.3 Am) = 3.1 km' and ur(9.5 pm) = 5.7 kn-'.

-3.8, 9.5 m and liquid water content in fog Integrated liquid water content along a path in
A 3., 95 p an liuid ate coten in fo ; and haze could be inferred from a CO. laser

has several practical ".opications. For example, (X = 10.6 co) be infer re fro a c-for a fog with liquid wa~er content IV = 0.1 g m -3 (h = 10.6 Mm) transmissometer measurement ac-
cording to (1). Of course thz path must be short
enough that multiple-scatte ring effects and forward-
scattering 'orrections (Deepak and Box, 1978)
are negligible. Carlon et al. (1977) previously realized

-X= 3.81m this applica, ion for a transmission measurement at
',.km = 12.5 poin. An application of tile o-,-WV rcla-

100o tionship is that liquid water content of fog at a
zW particular point could be determined by measure-

ment of fog droplet absorption in the spectral
region X A 3.8, 9.5 jum according to Eq. (7). The

to. a-'. W spectroi-hone technique has been demonstrated to
V be suitable for in .siu nmeasurement of particulate

Z ooCK Pt al. (1978) absorption by Bruce and Pinnick (1977), so that
I- +t GALAN t197GAH AND~ meas;urement of fo- droplet absorption with eithera:
o (197) CO, laser spectrophone tuned to a wavelength
V) c. K t (1973) X 9.5 /m. or a D)F laser spectrophone (X 3.8

pm) coumi be used to infer fog liquid water content.

0
-
3. - Of course !he spectrophone measurement of ab-
IO-' IO", O-1 I0" 00 sorption could also be used to infer fog extinction

LIQUID WATER CL,'NTLNr (g nfl) at X- II ptn. I he Eq. (7) relation between fog
absorption and liqtuid waler content might also be

Fit;. S. Variation of aA .,,irition coefficient with liquid used in calculation of fog crnissivitics.
water content in atmosphetic 1",.,nd ha/e for 3.11 ,ize distiibu-
lion ne;ulCmClls% mdde at d 'l cicn l.ocgraapi i , and
under a vareF) of nc tecoto1h,-i'-.:A (wo ,! ior.' in 'Ile infraled 6. Concl iihrns
region around h 3 ' Piu rtit C'lSt it ie ,, ,,ize-diiribu-
lior.-indeperdent relatior -.'ca the voltr. aforprion Ch 'lek's (14)7,S prediclion of a linear relatio,
coe ficient r,. and the IhqNL.! ,,,.tit C-Int,'nl It Of r0 . fori 'f indcpend e t of Ihc ft rri of the size dist ribu t ,.
Eq (71. (onscui neil), iw r'ults, of ;dl rne; ,tuie lelr , are bet en ex, iictioti at X -- /11pin and liquid walcr
closc o a s r i.:hi line. h, r .!i c d i o.l io 'n Au - t . l r " " I1 wt i n a i d w l
sorplion (r,, and liquid As.,f coyni,t 1V accoidin: ro I. (7} i content o |l h i een sci tied wituin a fat om
shown b) the ,:i aght line. for 341 dill. i cnt fig and hate droplet disnibutio
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measured under a variety of meteorological condi- Deepak, Adarsh, and St. A. lox. 197P: Forward v,: t:ing
tions. The predi--ioi, generally wcorks better for co' :,.lions for ,pti,::,l c :i .. tion ca ct:wiits Il aerosol

media. 2: Polydispersions. Appl. Opt., 17, 3169-3176.radiatioa fogs than advertion fogs. A similar linear Eldridge, R. G., 1961: A few fog drop-size distributions.
relation between fog droplet absorption at X A 3.8, J. Appl. Meteor. 18, 671-676.
9.5 .m and liquid water content has been derived -, 1966: laze and fog aerosol distributions. J. Atrnoy. Sci.,
and validated using the same 341 distributions. 23, 605-613.
However, there exists no size-distribution-inde- -, 191: "The relationship beisseen visibhijy and liquid %ater

content in fog. J. Atnmo. Sci.. 28, 1183-1186.pendent relation between extinction in the visible Garland, J. A., 1971: Some fog droplet size distributions
(A = 0.55 sun) and fog liquid water content. Three owtained by an impaction. method. Quart. J. Roy. Meteor.
practical applications of these findings are sug- Soc.. 97, 483-494.
gested: 1) inference of fog-integrated liquid water - . 1. R. Branson and I.. C. Cox. 1973: A stidy of thecontent along a Pa.t v measurement of laser connibution of pollution to visibility in a radiation fog.o Atinos. Environ., 7. 1079-1092.
transmission (at X - 11 a±m) along that path; 2) Hale, G. NI., and M. R. Querry, 1973: Optical constants of
inference of fog liquid wt'er content at a particular water in the 200 nm to 20 pm wavelength region. App!.
point from measuz-er:at of fog droplet absorption Opt., 12, 555-563.
with a DF or CO.. laser spectrophone; and 3) Htnel, G., 1976: The properties ot atmospheric aerosol particles

as functions of relative humidity at thermodynaumc equi-calculation of fog cmussivizies in the infrared from librium with the surrounding moist air. Advances in
knowledge of fog liquid water content. Geophysics. Vol. 19. Academic Press, 73- 188.

-. and K. Bullrich, 1978: Physico-chemical property
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ABSTRACT

Applying perturbation theory we have derived the first order
perturbation corrections to the scattering characteristics for the
case of light scattering by slightly deformed spheres. Numerical

results are compared with those obtaired using the extended boundary
condition method. The range of applicability of the first order
perturbation corrections are discussed.

The ~plication of perturbation thtory to light scattering by
non-spherical particles has experienced very little development since

it was first derived by Yeh (1964, 1965) and Erma (1968). It is the
purpose of this rcport co investigate the application of first order
perturbation theory to light scattering by various non-spherical
particles. The rcstilts of perturbation theory are then compared with
calcuilatioo,; for the same particles using the extended boundary con-
dition mthod (tBcM) developed by Watcrjimu (1971), and Barber and
Yeh (1075).



A general formalism for calculating the nth order perturbation
term has been developed by Yeh (1964, 1965) and Erma (1968). The
particle is assumed to be of the form:

r - r s (l + c f(o, )) (1)

where r. is the radius of an unperturbed sphere, f(O,4) describes the
shape of the irregularity on the sphere. It is further assumed that
c << 1 and that Icf(O,4) < 1. The calculations reported herein
used the following functional forms for f(O,p):

f(e,0) = T2 (cosG) (2)

f(0,4) = T4 (cosO) (3)

where Tn(cOsO) is the nth order'Chebyshev polynomial.

The shapes of these particles are illustrated in Figure 1. The
particle is assumed to be oriented such that it is rotationally
symmetric about the z-axis. The incident light is assumed to be
traveling in the z--direction with E vector in the x-direction. First
order perturbation theory assumes that the scattering coefficients
for the non-spherical particle can be expressed as

0. a
a = a + C al , (4)

n n n

b = b0 +c b n  (5)n n n

where a b n are the Mie scattering coefficients for a sphere of
radius r a; a-, bi are the first order corrections due to the non-
spheric.ity '.f the 1-article.

Calculati.ens were performed for the case wherc the index of re-
fraction r 1.5 and r = ±0.1. Results for other indexes of re-
fraction and ValueS of c have been reportcl-d in Ch'!lk ct aZ. (1978).
The effici.nc~ies are calculated by normalizing the extinction croLs
sections by -;r

2

L;..

Figure 2 sh,,s the extinction efficiency for both perturbation
theory and ,, %,r the case of f(C,i) - T2 (6) and ,i = +0.1. The
extinction officieicy for a sphere of ra.Vius r. is also shjown in
Figure 2. 1, 15; evident from Figure 2 th:it perturbation theory
agrees quit Wt 1 I wi thi VBCM for x. < 6. For values of x s > 6 there

19



FIG. 1. The two shapes considered are: a) r rs(l ± E T2 (cose)),
b) r = rs(1 -c T 4 (cos)). 

JT

is vezy poor agreement between
perturbation theory and EBCM due
to the narrowness of the resonance
in the extinction efficiency. The
effect of the width of a resonance
on perturbation theory has been
discussed by Ch~lek et aZ. (1978).
There it was shown that in the
resonance region one would expect
perturboation theory to apply when

Ic < r/2 x , (6)

where r is the half width of a
Lorentzian shaped resonance.
Equation (6) implies that for

FIG. 2. Tne extinction effi- large -alues of x,, where r is
ciency for light scattering by expected to bL small, one would
a particle whose shape is $iven need a very small c for perturba-
by r = rs(l + 0.1 T2 (cos0)J. tion theory to agree with the exact
The solid line (-) is for a calculations.
sphere with r = rs . The dashed
line (---) represents the exact Figure 3 shows the extinction
results of tha EBCM. The dotted efficiency for the same shape
line (---) represents the re- function but with c = -0.1. The
sults of first order perturba- observ,'tions made above for Figure
tion theory. 2 apply to this case.

2:
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The difference between perturbation theory and EBCM can best be
illustrated by considering the relative difference between the re-
sults obtained using these two methods. This difference is defined
as

Pert EBCM
6 Qext - Qext (7)

6EBCM

Qext

which is a function of xs . Figure 4 shows the absolute value of
equation (7) for the case of e = +0.1 and f(O,4) = T2 (e). Since
terms of order c2 have been neglected in these calculations an error
of 10-2 would be expected. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the
difference lies between 10- 3 and 10-1. A striking feature of this

FIG. 3. The extinction effi-
ciency for light ecattering by
a particle ihose shape is given
by r = rs(l - 0.1 T2 (cos)) .
The solid line (-) is for a
sphere of radius r = rs . The
dashed line (---) represents
the exact results of the EBCM.
The dotted line (.-.) repre- FIG. L. The absolute value of
sents the Yrrsults of first the relative difference between
order pertuvibation theory. perturbation theory and thke EBCM

for the particle: r = rs(i +
0.1 T2 (cosO)) as a function of
Xs = 2rrs/x.

6W , 6J
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figure is the oscillatory behavior of jcj. These oscillations are
due to the resonance effect discussed above for Figures 2 and 3.
There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the position of the
maxima in relative diff,-rence in Figure 4 and the position of the
resonance of the extinction curve. An overa]l growth in absolute
relative difference can be observed for increasing values of x. due
to the narrowing of the resonances.

Similar calculations for f(O, ) = T4(0) and c = +0.1 are shown
in Figure 5. For this case little difference can be seen to exist
for x. < 7. It is also observed that the T4 (0) particle has a
smaller extinction than the sphere for this size range. Figure 6
illustrates the extinction efficiency for a shape function f(0, ) =

T 4 (0) and c = -0.1.

Figure 7 shows the absolute value of tl-! relative difference for
the T2(e) particle with c = +0.1 as a function of x . The relative
difference from this figure lies between 2.5 x 10 - to 2.2 x 10 - .
The oscillatory behavior of this difference correlates with the res-
onances in Figure 5.

FIG. 5. The extinction effi- FIc. 6. The extinction efficiency
clency for l s; s:attering by for light scaLtering by a particle
a particle whos;e shape is given whose shape js given by r - rs¢S

by r = rs l 4 0.1 T, (co0)). (I - 0.1 Tj,(cos;0) . The sol id
The .,olid line (---) is for a line ( ....) is for a sphere of radiu.s
sphere of radius r - r . The r .: r,. The da.slcd li ne
dashed line (-....-) r <pr,,,.-ents reprscnts the exact results of
the exact rst'. t. ; of th;- EBCM. the E,21M . The dotted lin ( ... )
The dhtred "i'e (' . ) represents repre.,en, !; the re:ults of first

the ri,sults of fi rst order per- orderC pert u rbilt foil 11vory
turbation tltvory.

22;
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In conclusion, this study
indicates that first order per-
turbation theory as applied to

light scattering by non-spherical
particles is limited to small de-

formations and low values of the

size parameter. The limitation

arises because of the breakdown

of first order perturbation theory

in the region of resonances of
the scattering coefficients.

However, these problems can be

eliminated by taking higher order

terms in the perturbation ex-
pansion. The computational feasi-

bility of such calculations is

possible since these calculations

require little storage and com-

puter time.

FIG. 7. The absolute value of

the relative difference between

perturbaticn theory and the EBCM

for the particle: r = rs(l + 0.1

T4 (cosO)J as a function of xs =
2?irs/;k.
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ABSTRACT

Resonances in partial wave scatterring amplitudes an and bn are

responsible for the ripple structure ot the extinction curve and for
sharp peak , in the backscattering (glory). A connection between the
resonances and surface waves is suggested.

1. RESONANCES IN PARTIAL WAVE AMPLITUDES a n AND bn

It is convenient to write the Mie partial wave amplitudes an
and bn in the form

A Dn n
a . . .. (la) ; b n (lb)n -- Cn  B -iD

nn n n

where tn, C,., R1n and D.,1 are real functio:-, for real refractive index
m. Their Pxp]iclt form has been given ei.h:ewhere (Chrlek, 1973).



For simplicity of discussion we consider a real index of refraction
m. Then it follows that the Re{a n } and Re{b n } reach a series of

absolute maxima 1efa n} = I and/or Refbn } = I at such values of
x (x = 2ir/X is a size parameter) where lm~an = 0 and/or Im{bn } = 0.
At sufficiently high values of n, the first mnximum in each partial
wave amplitude a n and bn has the form of a sharp peak. In Figures
1A and 1B the first peaks in Re{al0 } and Re{a. 0) are shown, and
Figures 2A and 2B show the first sharp peak in Re{b 31 ) as well as
Imb 3 1 }. These sharp peaks we call resonances. W.'e notice that with
increasing n the first peak in each partial wave becomes narrower;

also with an increasing value of refractive index m the peaks become
narrower. At higher values of n not only the first peak but also a
few of the following peaks may be sharp enough to be called reson-
ances.

2. WHAT ARE SURFACE WAVES?

There seems to be no generally accepted definition of what is a
surface wave in the case of scattering of electromagnetic waves on
small particles. We are going to define what we mean by a surface
wave. We have no intention in claiming that our definition should be
generally accepted. We simply feel that since we deal with surface
waves, we have to define clearly what is meant by it in this paper.

We make a reference to the two well-known phenomena generally
attributed to surface waves, namely the ripple structure of the ex-
tinction cross section (Fig. 3A) and to tha glory phenomena of back-
scattering (Fig. 3B). From a large number of published papers and
from availaLle mouographs on light scattering we can learn that the
ripple structure in the extinction cross section is presuriably caused
by the interference phenomena between a forward diffracted wave and
the surface wave. Similarly the peaks appearing in the backscatterins.g
cross section (glory) are supposed to be a result of interference
between the backward reflected wave and the surface wave. Without
trying to discuss the validity of the above statements, we will show
that both the ripple structure of extinction cross section and the
glory in th- backscattering are caused h- the previously described
resonances in the partial wave amplitudes a n ad bn.

Let us go bach to Figures 2A, 3A and 3B. We notice that the
resonance in! b 31 (Fig. 2A) occurs somewhcre between 26.9 < %: < 27.0.
We also not ce that in the same region U" x there appears a sharp
peak in the ripple structure (Fig. 3A) cnd a glory (sharp peak) in
the backscattcring cross section (Fir. 31). This lcads to a con-
jecture, sugr'ested some time ago by ove of the authors, that there
is one-to-one correspondence between the partial wave resonances and
the ripple structure in the extinction aid the glory in the back-

scattering.

a,



FIG. IA. The first resonance in the partial wave al0 occurs at
x = 9.203 fpr refractive index m = 1.50.

FIG. lB. "Ith increasing n the resonniaces become narrower. The
first resonance in a20 occurs at x = 16.65.
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FIG. 2A. In general the an resonances are sharper than the bn res-
onances of the same value of n. Also, with higher refractive index
m, resonances are narrower. The first resonance in b3l for refrac-
tive index m = 1.33 has a width comparable to the width of a2 0
(with m 1.50)..

FIG. 2B. Th mgi.r ar fb 1 goes through a zero in the di-
rectioni fr'tri positive to negative values -it the x value at which the
real Part- Of b3 l reac13os its maximum valuet Re{b 3 l) =1

i0
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FIG. 3A. The normalized extinction cross section QEXT (efficiency
for extinction) shows a ripple structure. Each peak in a ripple
corresponds to a definite resonance in the partial waves an or bn
(surface waves). The peak between 26.9 < x < 27.0 corresponds to

the b 31 resonance.

FIG. 3B. The backscaitering is completely dominated by the surface

waves (par tal wave resonances in an and hn). Again the peak in the
backscattering between 26.9 < x < 27.0 is caused by he first re,,on-
ance in the b 3 1 partial wave.
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FIG. 4A. To deinitrate that the ripple s;tru lurem of tOe ext illct iO-n
curve is caused by the partial wave reontanees -:in an and bW we have
calcul ated aQ n(kXT , however, no0W We have seL 1bj 0 inl the reson-

aflc( region :I < x < 27.4. Comparing Fijs. 3A and 4A we notice t ha

thc Peak i Q be twoee;1 26.9 < x < 27 .0 disappoars, Which -Ahows

clear]ly th-L the pec.k is formed by the 1)31 reOnanilce.

VIG. 41B. lWhen the bh1  resonalle is" ri .'10Ved f oi th b ach'!at t el il
caletila( icr Che pe.1 inl the, ackwattc; ( Kor, between 2)6-.9 < x
27.0 dl ;ap:,. rt , whi ch J;iow., t hat tho P1.11- k' [ori-w1 "Y tho h)j Ck.;( .1
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Let us ceon;ider the resonance contributions of al 0 (x) and a 2 0 (x).
The peak of the extinction curve at x = 9.203 (Fig. 5A) corresponds
to the al 0 resonance and tle peak at x 16.65 (Fig. 6A) corresponds
to tile a20 re!;onance. Using Equation (4) we can calculate the back-
ground contribLutions (see Fig. 5B and 6B) and we obtain Q!:,XT ],
(9.203) 1.92, (16.65) 2.502. Subtracting the values from
the extinctions, Ql<Xp (9.203) 2.475 and QEX ,( 16 . 65) 2.798, we
obtain for tllo resonance contribution:; Ql_*T,u'S( 9 . 2 0 3 ) = 0.493 and

QEXT,RES(1 6 .65) = 0.296 or, in the form of a ratio of the a 2 0 and
at0 resonance contributions, we obtain

QFXTRES (16.65) 0.600

QEXTRES (9.203)

If we calcul t. - the ratio of the same resonance contributions using
an appro:amate form of equation (3) we obtain

QFXIT ,t::S ( 1 6 . 6 5 )  41 (9.203)-"
(9.203) 21 (16.65) 05

in excec 1e- .- nt with the previously obtained value of 0.600.

We col t i.:t the resonance or surface wave contribution to
the (xt i!,. cesccibed by equation (3) is in agreement with
numerjc:..

4. SIURFACE WAVES IN EXPERIMrFTAL MEASUREMENTS

Recenti, technique of optical levitation was used to support
a liquid r'rop. ,I t in a laser beam (Aslkiii, 1970; Ashkin and Dziedzic,
1976, 197/). Onie of the authors (A. Arh, in) uf;ed this technique in
conn ectio .; a tunable laser to mc..u cc the backsca tering. An
exa,.,ple oi '. v, Cut of the backscat Lecd iiltenflity js shom',,n
in Fli:', '1. hree ,;trong peaks observed in the wavelength intcrv:Ia
corr ,,, ,, glory effect. Since the droplet roidius is known
only nuno: " -. it is not possible to label the horizontal vxis
ilk s;.e 1;. ouits at this time.

Tho.. n ' it we Want to demonstrate i:, that there is only

one wi. y to tie experiment;l mcnaurcmcnt with theoretical
cal tlLt : - :ln the droplet radi,!; is vecce it jall y tinknown.

The re:.u" , . , ,.-k.,cnttering calcul::t ionU, with Ilie si :e para-

Me tel I . :, , . . - 0.001 are sho;% ; i F, i 'oi vlI L h. We not ice IOhe

the :,har r. . . . ory) i:; 5 upr up. i , on a broader background
(really , ti, k1,,i 1 ,jo id cohin, fr,,r: the teimuh; with n < x plu,

4,



FIG. 5A. The normalized extinction cross section QEXT is composed
from the resonance contributions superimposed on the background term.

FIG. 5B. When the first al 0 resonance i , removed around x = 9.2
only the background term remains.
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FIG. 6A. The peak in QEXT around x = 16.6 is caused by the a2 0
resonance.

FIG. 6B. When the a 2 0 resonance is removed from the calculatois
(we set ai6 = 0) the peak around x = 16.6 disappears ond only the
background term is left.
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FIGS. 7A-"2. The experimental measurement (A) of the backscatterinp
shows resonances ;uperimposed upon the background. We notice narrow
resonance peaks as well as the higher order broader resonances. The
distance between the neighboring resonances of the same order depends
slightly on the order of resonances and on the size parameter. Be-
cause of :hat, each group of resonancce (denoted by 1, 2 and 3) has
a different characteristic structure, i.e., different morphology.
The same structure appears in a coarse numerical calculation (B),
and it is just this characteristic morphological structure of each
group of re.3onances; which allows us unanbi,-,uously to identify the ex
perimentally observed peaks. A detailed numerical Calculation (C)
reveals addjitional narrow resonances thiat have not be-en observed ex-
perimentally because their width is bele,, the resolution power of the
experi.,ental equipmen.: used. The refract'Lve index Cf oil droplet
used is m - 1.42.
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a broader higher order resonances in partial waves with n x). We
conclude that the morphology of the resonance structure leads to an
unambigous identification of the experimentally measured peak 1 in 2
Figure 7A with tine theoreLicaily caiculaLttd peak 1 in Figure 7'.
Now, since we know precisely the wavelength ". at which peak I was
observed as well as the size parameter x at which peak 1 occurs in
the numerical calculations, we can determine with a high degree of
accuracy the radius of the observed droplet, as ha.q been already
demonstrated else,.where (Ch~lek et aZ._ 1978a, 1978b).

X, We were fully aware that by using the step size of Ax = 0.001

in our numerical calculations we could lose many of the narrow peaks
in the backscattering structure. By using a computer resolution of
the same order as the resolution of the experimental equipment used,

we hoped to get comparable structures as shown in Figures 7A and 7B.
By increasing the resolution of our numerical calculations we obtain
the full backscpt- rin,g structure (Fig. 7C). It follcm:s that the
resolution poweT-r of thn instrumental arrangeme>'nt uc;cd tas not high
enough to obse:ve the first and the second order resonances. To
observe these nrrow resonances the resoluti on pov,r cf experimental
observation has to be increased by several orders of magnitude.

5. SURFACE WxAVES ON NON-SPHE'RICAL PARTICLES

Our prclimh~arv results Indicnte that surfrace waves do exist at
least in defi-iite orient etioes of a-'illy ayr--rctric ron-sphcrical
particles. Oq t., othe hand, the strength- of irf.ce vavs is con-
siderably rev:uced when non-spherical partitles cre in randc-! oriOn-

tation. ThL ;e conclusions were deduced froi nu;er'ca cal clations
using the e.::'ipd -cd boundary condition method. Detail.. of these cal-
Culaticas wil c rbc rte lsc.herc.
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